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RDM Rotterdam

� Area of the former RDM: Rotterdamsche 
Droogdok Maatschappij

� Mostly not in use since the departure of RDM

� Redevelopment by the Port of Rotterdam

� RDM becomes: Research, Design & Manufacturing

� Mixed area where the port and the city meet 

� Officies, small innovative businesses, RDM 
Campus, congres/workshop spaces, maritime
industry: education, innovation, sustainability

� Horizon: 2018 
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RDM Rotterdam

� Redevelopment will increase traffic

� Reasons for an ambition in mobility management:

1. Sustainable mobility

2. Congestion on roads to and from the highway

3. Traffic will affect the quality of the area and 
cause nuisance for Heijplaat
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RDM Rotterdam

Essentials

� Estimation of traffic after development

� Possible alternatives for the car

� Possible supportive measures

� Working with scenario’s to determine strategy
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effect

competitiveness

RDM Rotterdam

� Different scenario’s to discuss measures, 
costs and effects

� What is needed in every scenario given the ambition?

� Effect on competitiveness?

� Initial ambition not realistic: discussion about area
programme

� Goal: Half of al trips to and from RDM made by other
means than by car
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general production, 
storage

maritime
industry

offices, small
businesses

RDM Campus, 
innovative
companies

Functions
for Heijplaat

maritime
education

Large plots with parking space

Real estate, parking in public space

Difference in companies and plots
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Organising the alternative

� High frequency bus connection to the south city hub

� RDM in the new network of regional ferries

� Ferry every 15 minutes

� Ferry to P+R 

� Implementation of the RDM-bike and RDM-car
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RDM corridor

new busstop

south city hub

Schiedam

City centre

metro hub

Organising the alternative
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Supportive measures

� Parking: limiting the number of parking places

� Being selective in allowing companies to RDM

� A mobility manager for RDM

� Communication
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RDM Rotterdam

From here

� Further development by the Port of Rotterdam

� Optimising the developing programme

� Elaborate and implement measures

� Working together with different parties involved

� Monitoring 



Thank you


